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ABSTRACT 

The first etudes, written in the seventeenth century, were study pieces created for the 

development of a particular aspect of performing technique. Chopin and Liszt are 

acknowledged to be the major figures in the later development of the concert etude. 

These contain not only the expected studies of various matters of technique but also deal 

with musicianship, including cantabile playing and the projection of the composer's 

poetic intentions. 

William Bolcom's Twelve New Etudes, like those of Chopin, are studies in style 

synthesis as well as in pianism. The uniqueness of these two composers' etudes consists 

in combining the technical innovations of their contemporaries and mixing their 

"classical" style with lighter elements, including programmatic ideas and bel canto style. 

This document will consist of a discussion of twentieth-century piano techniques 

utilized in each of Bolcom's Twelve New Etudes and also a discussion of how these 

techniques and compositional styles enhance the poetic quality of these works. This will 

be preceded by a brief history of the development of the concert etude, a discussion of the 

Chopin Etudes and the poetic elements of Debussy's Preludes, and other important 

influences on Bolcom's works. In addition, some parallels and contrasts will be drawn 

between the Bolcom etudes and those of Chopin. 
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THE ORIGINS OF THE PIANO ETUDE 

The French word, "etude" means a "study." This term is widely used for an 

instrumental piece that concentrates on the development or improvement of a particular 

aspect of performing technique. Studies are also called Exercices (Fr.), Ubungen (Ger.), 

and Essercizi (It.). Etudes are usually published in groups more or less systemically 

covering a range of technical and musical problems in a variety of keys. In its earliest 

forms, an etude could be anything from an elementary exercise to a full-scale sonata. In 

present day usage, "etude" has a broad meaning, including functional exercises that focus 

on only a certain kind of technique, and grand solo pieces that are highly demanding 

technically. 

Technical Studies 

The designation "etude" is seldom found before the nineteenth century, although a 

good deal of earlier keyboard music not now generally thought of as didactic was 

originally composed at least in part to aid in the mastery of technique. This purpose is 

explicit in such titles as Bach's Clavier Obung and Scarlatti's Essercizi per 

Gravicembalo and implicit in a wide range of pieces bearing generic titles. These 

include prelude and toccata, for example, a few of Johaim Baptist Cramer's Studies 

(1804-10), Francesco Pollini's 32 essercizi in forma di toccata (32 studies in toccata 
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form, 1820), and Czemy's Toccata on exercice pour le piano forte. Op. 92 (Studies in 

Toccata for pianoforte, 1826),' and the like. 

The purpose is clear when such pieces are included in didactic works, as are the 

preludes in Francois Couperin's L 'art de toucher le clavecin (The Art of Playing the 

Harpsichord, 1716), and Muzio dementi's Appendix to the Introduction to the Art of 

Playing on the Piano forte, Containing Preludes, Exercises. ..(1811)." Couperin's L 'art 

de toucher le clavecin is one of the first complete methods to deal with the most 

essential problems of performance and interpretation on the harpsichord in the first half 

of the eighteenth century. It emphasizes fingering and ornamentation. Carl Philipp 

Emanuel Bach's celebrated Versiich liber die Wahre Art das Clavier zu Spielen (Essay 

on the true Ait of Playing Keyboard Instruments, 1753) is written not only for the 

harpsichord but also for the other keyboard instruments of his time, the clavichord and 

the hammer-clavier. It is much more ambitious and detailed than Couperin's slim 

volume. 

The need for technical studies arose with the expansion of the range and difficulty 

of the keyboard repertoire in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. 

Beginning with Muzio Clementi, Johann Nepomuk Hummel, Daniel Steibelt, Johann 

Baptiste Cramer, Friedrich Kalkbrenner, Karl Czemy, Ignaz Moscheles, and continuing 

with Heinrich Herz, Sigismund Thalberg, Johannes Brahms, Adolph Kullak, Ludwig 

Schytte, these and many other composers wrote hundreds of etude collections. 

' Arthur J. Ness, "Toccata," The New Harvard Dictionary of Music (Cambridge, Massachusetts: The 
Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 1986), 860. 
" Don M. Randel, "Etude," The New Harvard Dictionary of Music, 293. 
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Muzio Clementi was tlie fatiier of piano technique^ in the nineteenth century, in that 

he understood the peculiarities of the piano as distinguished from the characteristics 

indigenous to the harpsichord. His collection of 100 studies, Gradus Ad Pamassum 

(Steps to Parnassus, 1817), became the model for other etude composers in the nineteenth 

century. Johann Nepomuk Hummel's basic musical ideas seem to focus more on skillful 

and elaborate decorations rather than expression of feeling. His Klavierschule 

(Keyboard School, 1828) contained ideas of fingering and ornamentation new to the early 

nineteenth century. Karl Czemy's Theoretical and Practical Pianoforte School (1839) is 

in three volumes, and among this huge aggregation of technical studies, Opp. 299 (School 

of Velocity), 300 (School of Extemporaneous Performance), 335 (School of Legato and 

Staccato), 399 (School of Left Hand), 400 (Studies exploiting the prevailing salon, 

bravura and characteristic styles), and 481 (50 Lessons for Beginners) are still used today 

because their approach to all types of keyboard problems is still appropriate and 

serviceable. 

Johannes Brahms's 51 Exercises, Op. 119 (1893) deal with thirds, sixths, and 

octaves, plus doubling of these intervals, and with problems of rhythm, such as 

syncopations and poly-rhythm. Adolph Kullak's Die Aesthetik des Klavierspiels 

(Aesthetics of Pianoforte Playing, published ten times from 1861 to 1922) is the most 

extensive of all books on the subject of piano technique in the nineteenth century, in 

terms of the breadth of pianistic problems dealt with. This book focuses on the study of 

five-finger exercises, staccato, legato, octaves, broken octaves, third, fourths, sixths, 

^ John Gillespie, Five Century of Keyboard Music (New York: Dover Publications, Inc., 1972), 249. 
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diatonic and chromatic scales, passages, chords, broken chords, polyphonic exercises, 

hand jumps, and the glissando. They offer not only a broad synthesis of all the technical 

approaches of the nineteenth century but also point to the twentieth century with its 

different stylistic issues."^ 

These purely technical exercise pieces were still being written when Chopin and 

Liszt were writing their concert etudes and even after the nineteenth century. 

Concert Pieces 

As the nineteenth century progressed, the concept of a series of piano etudes, which 

concentrates on a particular technique, was combined with sufficient compositional 

interest to hold the student's attention, and perhaps to be linked to needs arising from the 

explosion of bourgeois music making. Thus, etudes were designed for concert use as 

well as for private practice, resulting in virtuoso studies written by various composers 

including Jan Ladislav Dussek, Ignaz Moscheles, Frederic Chopin, Robert Schumann, 

Franz Liszt, Charles Valentin Alkan, Edward MacDowell, Alexander Scriabin, Friedrich 

Burgmiiller, and others. 

Moscheles was as well known as Hummel and Chopin as a concert pianist at that 

time. He was famous as a pianist with a distinctive, clean, incisive touch and superb 

technique. His Allegri di bravura. Op. 51 (Three Concert Etudes, 1821) and 12 

Characterische Studien, Op. 95 (1836) are brilliant studies for the virtuoso, each etudes 

* Elena Letnanova, Piano Interpretation in the Seventeenth, Eighteenth and Nineteenth Centuries; A Study 
of Theory and Practice Using Original Documents (Jefferson, North Carolina, and London: McFarland & 
Co. Inc., Publishers, 1991), 141. 
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of a different character. Liszt's Transcendental Etudes (1838, rev. 1851) constitute a 

set of 12 studies, most of which have descriptive or poetic titles added to the later 

version. They demand considerable virtuosity and project powerful emotions and these 

are like tone poems that require vivid imagination from the performer. Alkan's two 

etude sets. Op. 35 (in all major keys, 1848) and Op. 39 (in all minor keys, 1857) are 

extended technical and musical studies. 

MacDowell's Twelve Virtuoso Studies, Op. 46 (1894), written in Liszt's tradition, are 

short, character pieces, theoretically written for various technical purposes. They not 

only accomplish their objective, but some in the set are equally effective as solo pieces. 

Scriabin's Etudes, Op. 8 (1894) are Chopinesque, short salon pieces, and he also wrote 

other etudes like Op. 42 (1903) and Op. 65 (1912). Rachmaninov's Etudes- Tableaux, 

Op. 33 and Op. 39 (1911), were supposedly inspired by many pictures, but he never 

clarified the reference.^ Debussy's Douze Etudes, published in two volumes (1916), are 

imaginative etudes covering different aspects of his personal musical language. They 

fulfill a real purpose as exercises in technique and are highly musical, as were Chopin's 

Etudes. Debussy wrote to his publisher Durand (28 August 1915): 

You will agree with me that it is not necessary to load down technique 
any more just for the sake of making an impression of seriousness, and 
that a little charm can never do any damage.. .Chopin proved that.. 

" Gillespie, 277. 
^ Eberhardt KJemm, preface to Claude Debussy: Douze Etudes (Leipzig: Peters Edition, 1970), 7. 
^ Marguerite Long, at the piano with Debussy (London: J. M. Dent & Sons Ltd., 1972), 45. 
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In the preface to his Etudes, Debussy pleads for pianists to find their own fingering. Yet 

ironically, he provides scrupulous directions for performance, so that it requires no 

personal choice of fingering but should be played exactly as the composer stipulated. 

The great French pianist and teacher. Marguerite Long who played for Debussy, presents 

the related anecdote: 

In Pour les huit doigts, the last study in Book I, Debussy Stated that "the 
changing position of the hand makes the use of the thumbs awkward. Its 
execution would become acrobatic." Temptation, however, became too 
strong for me and,.. .1 hastened to disobey. ("Let us find our own 
fingering," said the preface). Confronted with the success of this fait 
accompli the composer could only applaud.' 

Development of the Concert Etude 

Etude composers of the nineteenth century were virtuoso pianists. Their concert 

etudes were frequently vehicles for their own technical achievements, written specifically 

to dazzle audiences rather than as studies for struggling students. Thus, their newer 

"concert" etudes were technically demanding, musically expressive, and written in 

various styles and forms. For example, Schumann's Etudes symphoniques. Op. 13 

(1837) is written in the form of a theme and variations with a finale. The major 

composers who wrote concert etudes in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries include 

Chopin, Liszt, Scriabin, Moszkowski, Rachmaninov, Debussy, Alkan, and Bartok. 

The works of Jan Ladislav Dussek, who appears as the direct forerunner of Chopin, 

show Slavonic poetic tenderness, melodiousness, outstanding technical brilliancy and a 
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keen sense of timbre.^ His Douze Etudes Melodiques (1802) have clearly marked pedal, 

dynamic, and expressive indications. Chopin, as a virtuoso pianist of the nineteenth 

century, expanded the piano technique of his contemporaries, and produced innovative, 

virtuoso etudes, Op. 10 (1833) and Op. 25 (1837), suitable not only for study, but also for 

playing as solo repertoire. 

The concert etudes became more programmatic and some having titles as well. 

These etudes can be played as a group or even as single pieces. A piece with 

imaginative or narrative content is called "program music" or a "tone-poem." The 

subject, or program, can be quite vague, or can be specific and detailed, which helps a 

performer to find an appropriate interpretation, and also helps listeners to understand the 

composer's intentions. 

The first great figure who used descriptive titles for etudes for the piano was Liszt: 

Mazeppa (1840), Forest Murmurs (1840), Dance of the Gnomes (1840), and his three 

Concert Etudes (1838)—11 Lamento (Lament), La Leggierezza (Frivolity), and Un 

Sospiro (A Sigh) are fine technical studies with programmatic value. Besides Liszt, 

there are many composers who wrote programmatic etudes, such as Dussek, Moscheles, 

Alkan, MacDowell, Rachmaninov, Debussy and others. 

Unfortunately, as the twentieth century progressed, the era of the composer virtuoso 

waned. Because of the demand from the public for larger scale works such as 

^ Marguerite Long, at the piano with Debussy (London: J. M. Dent & Sons Ltd., 1972), 45. 
® Fan Racek, "Jan Ladislav Dusik: Douze Etudes Melodiques, Op. 16," Musica Antiqua Bohemica Vol. 21, 
7 (Prague: Artia, 1954). 
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symphonies, operas and ballet, the composers of the twentieth century were far less 

likely to make careers as public performers, instead concentrating only on composition. 

Debussy and Ravel were competent pianists, but they were too immersed in their 

creative work to be concerned with publicizing their performing abilities. In an 

interview Debussy admitted: " I am not a great pianist... It's true that I can adequately 

perform some of the Preludes, the easiest ones. But others.. .make me quiver." ' 

Since 1900, there have been only a few instances of the composer-performer 

combination who wrote etudes'": Bela Bartok {Etudes, Op. 18, 1918 and Mikrokosmos, 

1926-1937), Alexander Scriabin, Sergei Rachmaninov, and others. 

' James R. Briscoe, Debussy in Performance (New Haven & London: Yale University Press, 1999), 92. 
'"Gillespie, 255. 
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CHOPIN ETUDES 

William Bolcom states that his decision to write "twelve" etudes was directly 

influenced by Chopin's two sets of twelve Etudes}^ After J. S. Bach wrote the Well-

Tempered Clavier, a collection of two sets (twenty-four in each) of Preludes and fiigiies 

in all 24 different keys (the first set dated from 1722, and the second set, finished 

between 1740-1744), many other composers followed that model. 

Chopin is one of them, but his two sets of Etudes were written in 15 different keys. 

Although, Bolcom's Twelve Etudes do not follow the Bach tradition, he chose the 

"twelveness" (Bolcom's own term) for his etude set. Among others who composed sets 

of twelve etudes were Dussek, Liszt, MacDowell, Scriabin, Moszkowski (Op. 92, for the 

left hand), Debussy, Rachmaninov, and Bartok. 

Besides using "twelveness," there are similar orientations and a sense of irmovation, 

such as technical innovations beyond these of their contemporaries, employing vocal 

singing style, poetic intentions, and use of folk elements, shared by Bolcom and Chopin. 

As Chopin was an irmovator in his time (nineteenth century), Bolcom is an innovator in 

our time (late twentieth and twenty-first century). 

The Etudes of Chopin contain the distinctive traits of harmonic fluidity, melodic 

voluptuousness, and inner vitality that characterize all his works. They include not only 

the expected studies in various matters of technique but also studies dealing with 

" William Bolcom, e-mail to the author, 29 May 1999. 



musicianship.'" Also they combine a peculiarly modem exploration of the keyboard 

with first-rate musical ideas to initiate a new period of keyboard music. The first book 

of etudes. Op. 10, was published in 1833 and was dedicated to Liszt, and the second 

book. Op. 25, was written between 1832 and 1836, published in 1837, and dedicated to 

the Countess Marie d'Agoult, Liszt's mistress. These etudes contain some of the most 

difficult and beautiful music ever composed for the piano. In these etudes, Chopin 

extended the technical and harmonic language of the piano in the nineteenth century. 

Schumann remarked of the Chopin Etudes, "Imagination and technique share dominion 

side by side."'^ 

Pedagogical and Compositional Innovations 

Etudes of Chopin foreshadow characteristics of his mature style. He never 

conceived more imaginative figurations. The melodic content is sheer genius, and the 

harmonies simply shocked the more conservative listeners with their outre modulations 

and harsh discords. Like most etudes, his etudes are predominantly focused on a single 

technical problem, except Op. 10, No. 3, which contains as many as eight different 

pianistic figures. There are many different technical and musical problems involved in 

Chopin's etudes, such as pedaling, unusual fingerings, contrasts in articulations, mbato, 

staccato, arpeggios, hand jumps, rhythm, cantabile, octaves, and so on. 

While many of mechanical aspects of piano technique had been dealt with by 

numerous composers of early nineteenth century, many of Chopin's etudes depart from 

Gillespie, 224. 
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the purely physical problems to concentrate on more subtle aspects of technique. To 

Chopin, "everything is a matter of knowing good fingering."''* However, his fingering 

was regarded with horror by his contemporaries. Some of Chopin's etudes show unusual 

fingerings such as allowing the long fingers to pass over one another without the help of 

the thumb (see figure 1) and also using the thxrnib on black keys so that the sempre legato 

may be maintained throughout (see figure 2). 

Figure 1. Chopin, Etude, Op. 10, No 2, mm. 1-2 

Allegro (J = 14+J 
sempre Legato 

Figure 2. Chopin, Etude, Op. 10, No. 6, mm. 3-5 

t S 1 2 If Z 1 s t 3 

Jim Samson, Chopin (New York: Schirmer Books, 1997), 103. 
Jean-Jacques Eigeldinger, Chopin: Pianist and Teacher as Seen by His Pupils (Cambridge: Cambridge 

University Press, 1986), 195. 
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The methods of pedaling are also expanded in these works. Chopin told his pupils 

repeatedly that "the correct employment of the pedals remains a study for life,"'^ and this 

is borne out by the meticulous and detailed pedal markings on many of the etudes. He 

requires the almost continuous use of the sustaining pedal as a primary source of color for 

legato connection. In many ways he seems to anticipate Debussy's ideal of the piano as 

an instrument without hammers, indeed, more than any composer before him, Chopin 

revealed the hitherto untapped resources of so-called "harmonics."'^ Nonetheless, 

Chopin's legato is to be achieved principally by the fingers, the pedal being more a 

source of either shifting or emphasizing the harmonic rhythm, sometimes deliberately 

blurring it for harmonic coloration. Interestingly, there is no instance of the use of the 

una corda pedal in the score, although he apparently made magical use of it in 

performances." 

Many of Chopin etudes are contrapuntal with the strong influence of Bach, but 

Chopin's music is more dissonant than that of the Baroque music. Chopin was the most 

subversive composer of his day, extending chromaticism to the brink of atonality at a 

time when such procedures were unheard of.'^ His melody was fundamentally diatonic; 

however, the diatonic basis is usually chromatically embroidered, frequently even 

temporarily broken up altogether. He often overlays simple basic chords with 

appoggiaturas, suspensions, anticipations, and passing notes so richly that they are almost 

Ibid., 113. 
Ibid. 
Samson, 103. 
Jeremy Siepmann, Chopin: The Reluctant Romantic (London: Gollancz, 1995), 112. 



unrecognizable. For example, in the "Black Key" etude. Op. 1» 0, No. 5, Chopin uses 

suspensions and passing notes with unprecedented freedom (sees figure 3). 

Figure 3. Chopin, Etude, Op. 10, No. 5, mm. 25-30 

ita. * la. * 3iao. * 

The distribution of the suspended note by figuration is characterristics of Chopin. He 

resolves dissonant notes in unexpected places or introduces pass ;ing notes in parts other 

than those to which they appear to belong. Chopin's fondness fcor dominant sevenths 

(suspensions and appoggiaturas) extended to using augmented annd diminished chords. 

And these series of diminished and dominant sevenths show hovw much Chopin was 

attached to harmonic progressions. The harmonic sequence by •whole tones, either rising 

or falling, is a general characteristic of Chopin. Another importcant characteristic of his 

music is key extension, one of the foundation stones of chromati»c harmony in general 

(see figure 4). 
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Figure 4. Chopin, Etude, Op. 10, No. 7, mm. 47-52 

M. 

so 

Bel Canto 

In common with other pianist/composers such as Liszt, Chopin saw a vital link between 

vocal hel canto and piano lyricism, pointing to the opera house as the best of all models 

for aspiring pianists. He shaped the melodic line with omamentaion, imitating the vocal 

practices of the time. Sometimes, he uses parallel thirds and sixths, which are commonly 

found in the vocal duets of early nineteenth-century opera. Chorales, marches, laments, 

and recitatives, which are characteristic of the opera, can be found in Chopin's music (see 

figure 5). 
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Figure 5. Chopin, Etude, op. 25, No. 7, mm. 1-7 
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Rubato 

Chopin uses rubato, which gives the melodic line freedom to either hesitate or anticipate 

while the accompaniment is played in strict time, thus enhancing the musical expression. 

Liszt (apparently) captured this through an analogy; "Look at the trees! The wind plays 

in the leaves, stirs up among them and the trees remain the same.. .That is the 

Chopinisque nibato" Parts of Op. 10, Nos. 9 and 12 are actually "composed in" a 

nibato of this kind by Chopin (see figure 6). 

" Samson, 105. 
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Figure 6. Chopin, Etude, op. 10, No. 9, mm. 31-36 

appassionato 
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Rhythm 

Several of Chopin's etudes are studies in rhythm. Op. 10, Nos. 4, 5, 6, and 8 are studies 

in strict rhythm. Op. 25, Nos. 2 and 4 contain two different rhythms against each other 

(see figure 7), Op. 25, Nos. 3 and 5 feature the use of agogic"° rhythm (see figure 8), and 

Op. 25, Nos. 4 and 8 contain syncopated rhythms (see figure 9). Also, since Chopin was 

strongly influenced by Polish folk dance, certain of his etudes show Polish folk music 

elements. Op. 10, Nos. 3 and 9 are good examples (see figure 10). 

"An accent on the longer duration of the stressed notes." The Harvard Brief Dictionary ofMiisic (New 
York: A Washington Square Press Pulbication of Pocket Books, 1986), 3. 



Figure 7. Chopin, Etude, Op. 25, No. 2, mm. 1-3 
Four groups of triplets against two groups of quarter-note triplets 

3 — 

Figure 8. Chopin, Etude, Op. 25, No. 3, mm. 1-3 
Agogic rhythm 

Figure 9. Chopin, Etude, Op. 25, No. 4, mm. 39-41 
Syncopated rhythm 
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Figure 10. Chopin, Etude, Op. 10, No. 9, mm. 49-51 
Polish folk dance elements 

Seen 

Other Technical studies 

Like other composers, Chopin's etudes concentrate on more traditional technical 

problems, such as arpeggiation (Op. 10, No. 1 and Op. 25, No. 12, see figure 11), jumps 

in fast tempo (Op. 10, Nos. 2 and 5, Op. 25, Nos. 4 and 9, see figure 12), playing in thirds 

(Op. 25, No. 6, see figure 13), sixths (Op. 25, No. 8, see figure 14), and octaves (Op. 25, 

No. 10, see 15). 

Figure 11. Chopin, Etude, Op. 10, No. 1, mm. 9-12 
Arpeggiation 
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Figure 12. Chopin, Etude, Op. 25, No. 4, mm. 1-3 
LH jumps in fast tempo 

Agitato (J-i2oj 

Figure 13. Chopin, Etude, Op. 25, No. 6, mm. 3-4 
Thirds study 

* 3ii. * 

Figure 14. Chopin, Etude, Op. 25, No. 8, mm. 5-6 
Sixths study 
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Figure 15. Chopin, Etude, Op. 25, No. 10, mm. 3-4 
Octave study 
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Etudes as Concert Works 

The Chopin Etudes show Chopin as a pianistic innovator in many different ways, 

not the least being that these etudes combine aspects of technical study with a deeper 

musical conception. Some Etudes are so expressive that they are tone-poem-like in 

character. This propensity led later editors to give titles to some of the etudes. For 

example, Op. 10, No. 12, is called the "Revolutionary." It is one of his most 

aggressively masculine outbursts of bravura. Its powerful emotion, portraying the Polish 

tragedy in tone, makes this etude so dramatic that it is first of all a solo piece, an etude 

second. Schumann named Op. 25, No. 1, the "Aeolian Harp" etude. Chopin places a 

softly flowing cantilena in the treble over deep tones in the bass beneath a constant 

arpeggiated accompaniment, which makes the etude more an ethereal poem than a study. 

Op. 25, No. 9, the Butterfly etude, is a study in varied touch and accent. When 

audiences listen to this, it reminds them of the butterfly, because of the pattern of the 

rapid figuration of notes of equal value. In Op. 25, No. 11, the constant figuration in the 

right hand evokes the image of wind. This so-called "Winter Wind" etude is almost 
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orchestral in character. The great study in "block" arpeggios, the "Ocean" etude. Op. 25, 

No. 12, is also a melodically and harmonically well-designed and organized piece. With 

these etudes, Chopin broke away from traditional etudes, which were written only as 

technical exercises. While Chopin Etudes are technically demanding, they explore 

subtleties of technique beyond the purely mechanical in musically imaginative and 

programmatic ways so effectively that they have become staples of the solo repertoire. 
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PIANO TECHNIQUE AFTER THE CHOPIN ETUDES 

Later composers expanded the piano techniques of Chopin. Brahms' 51 Exercises, 

Op. 119, includes studies of thirds, sixths, and octaves, plus doubling of these intervals 

and rhythmic problems (syncopations and poly-rhythm). Moritz Moszkowski is 

especially noted for his double note exercises. Liszt emphasized the flexibility and 

pliability of the hands and perfect evenness of the tone in his octave studies (such as 

octaves in a scale, staccato octaves, and broken octaves), seventh chords and other 

intervals (thirds, fourths, and sixths), as well as rhythm, dynamics, and pedaling. 

Since Chopin, the traditional tonal system has gradually broken down. Functional 

harmony gave way to non-functional, where harmonic color and emotive whim governed 

the choice of chord. Debussy introduced a new approach to musical composition, an 

approach influenced more by other arts than by any purely musical considerations. His 

explorations in the use of sound to portray shades of light and color produced a non

functional harmony where there is no hierarchy to force prescribed progressions and 

resolutions. He employed modal, pentatonic and whole-tone scales, profoundly affecting 

later twentieth-century music. His etudes are very imaginative, and they are as highly 

musical as Chopin's works. Debussy also used dissonances, neither prepared nor 

resolved in his etudes, such as sevenths, ninths, and elevenths. He used altered chords or 

a sustained chord with superimposed, foreign harmonies that approach polytonality, and 

also parallel series of perfect intervals like fourths, fifths, and octaves. 
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By the early twentieth century, two new and distinctly opposed paths appeared: one 

was the increase of chromaticism by using all twelve tones, and the other was the drastic 

decrease of chromatics (or "white-note" writing). Schoenberg and Stravinsky 

respectively led these trends, and other composers like Berg and Webem continued to 

exploit the new freedoms resulting in an expanded tonality (atonality). Hindemith's 

Ludus Tonalis (1943) is not a collection of study pieces, but a kind of contemporary well-

tempered clavier. Its three or four voiced fugues in twelve keys show a fine 

compendium of twentieth-century contrapuntal techniques."' Bartok's Mikrokosmos 

(1926-1937) originally written for his son, Peter, consists of 153 short pieces. Almost all 

the twentieth-century compositional techniques are found; whole-tone scales (No. 136), 

chords built in fourths (No. 131), major zind minor seconds (Nos. 140, 142 and 144), tone 

clusters (No. 107), bitonality (Nos. 70, 105, and 142), inversion (No. 34), mirroring (No. 

121), and unusual rhythm (Nos. 148-153)."" Also, his Etudes, Op. 18 (1918) are 

concerned with the extension and contraction of the hand, as well as introducing new 

frontiers of sound with his treatment of the piano as a percussion instrument. 

Besides the techniques which are mentioned above, many new and combination of 

various techniques were exploited in twentieth-century piano music: tone clusters, 

widely-spaced groups of notes (large leaps), intricate rhythms, meter changes, a maze of 

accidentals, and others. However, it should be noted that composers of the twentieth 

century did not discard all the techniques used in the preceding period; rather they used 

and expanded the previous practices. 

Gillespie, 353. 
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Melody 

By the twentieth century, the general pattern of melody had broken down. The new 

melodic patterns were written in either extended or limited range and often exploited 

extremely high and low registers. They can be characterized by angular and disjointed 

lines, caused by numerous wide and dissonant leaps such as sevenths, ninths, and tri-

tones, which replaced the intervals based on the traditional arpeggio. Since Debussy, 

composers began to use modes, which recall ancient church modes or folk tunes, and 

serial atonality, which avoid any functional relationship among the twelve tones, all of 

which are used freely and independently of each other. Twelve-tone sets, promoted by 

Schoenberg, were widely used in twentieth-century composition. 

Rhythm 

The rhythmic patterns of the twentieth century fall into the classifications of complexity 

or simplicity. The elimination of metric accents, displacement of primary accents, 

asymmetric meters and divisions, changing and alternating meters, ostinato and pedal 

points, pulsating rhj^hm, poly-meter, and prose rhythm (like plainchant, following speech 

rhythm) are the characteristic of rhythms in twentieth-century composition. 

" Ibid., 376. 
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Haimonv 

Quartal, quintal, parallel triads, bi-chords, serial chords, melodic doubling, cross-relation, 

and tone clusters are frequently used in contemporary music. Other expanded harmonic 

languages are: wrong-note writing, employing unexpected, shocking harmonies and 

modulations; the overtones of the harmonic series that exploited by depressing a chord or 

a note silently as other notes are played; and the percussive use of harmony. 

Tonality and Modality 

As mentioned earlier, modality, such as whole tone or pentatonic, has been used in 

twentieth-century compositions. Also, pseudo-modalism, such as using V-FV or ii, iii, vi 

(minor second degree), bitonality and bimodality, polytonality, shifting tonality, such as 

sudden modulations to a distant key, and expanded tonality, like free atonality and serial 

atonality have been used. The too frequent modulations also forced composers to 

discard the convention of the single key signature. 

Texture 

Along with polj^hony, twentieth-century composers have recalled the contrapuntal 

procedures of the past: imitation, inversion, diminution, augmentation, variation, canon 

and invertible counterpoint. Mirror writing (Bolcom Etude, No. 3) is a more recent 

contemporary technique, which is particularly suited to twelve-tone music. 
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Form 

With the gradual breakdown of tonality toward the end of the nineteenth century, forms 

were shortened and works were based more "on" a key than "in" a key. Therefore, the 

strong tonal center was absent and the sectioning of a work became more meaningful. 

The traditional cadence ending with V-I was still honored by some composers, but modal 

changes are more common in the dominant (lowered third or fifth), and the tonic may 

appear open or with both major and minor third, or with added tones. Also, the 

establishment of dissonant counterpoint as a viable twentieth-century texture is 

responsible for the revival of old polyphonic structures, such as the invention, fugue, 

chaconne (Bolcom Etude, No. 4) and passacaglia. The themes are short, sometimes only 

a motive in length, and literal repetition is rare. The recurrence of an idea is either 

condensed or varied. 
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PROGRAMMATIC / POETIC ELEMENTS OF 

DEBUSSY'S PRELUDES 

E. T. A. Hoffmann, Hector Berlioz, and others argued that instrumental music is 

more than diverting sounds that it can be as lofty and as expressive of human experience 

as more obviously representational art forms, such as painting or literature. Some 

claimed that of all art forms, instrumental music can best express the deepest levels of 

experience, because it is not trammeled by words or visual images. 

As we discussed in the previous chapters, programmatic writing became more 

popular in nineteenth-century music. However, as time progressed, this program music 

became ever less fashionable among the composers who considered themselves modem 

and thus anti-romantic. Nonetheless, some composers, such as Debussy and Ravel, 

continued to evoke images openly in their piano music.^"^ 

Claude Debussy (1862-1918) is now widely known as an impressionist composer, 

but he despised the word "impressionist." In many ways, it is better to recognize 

Debussy as a "symbolist." He was inspired by symbolist literature and impressionist 

paintings. The themes of his music are closely connected with life, nature, and the 

unreal world of legend. Debussy's two sets of twelve Preludes (the first set was 

published in 1910 and the second set in 1913) are good examples of symbolism. 

" Ralph P. Locke, "Program Music," The New Harvard Dictionary of Music, 658. 
"ibid. 
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His prelude. Voiles means either "sails" or "veils," which is a study of motionlessness 

and monotony, suggesting boats lying at anchor in the shining port, and a peaceful ocean 

with a nice breeze or the wind through a woman's veils. Les sons et lesparfums 

toument dans I 'air du soir (Sounds and scents turn in the evening air) is a quotation from 

a poem by Baudelaire, whose influence on Debussy is crucial to our deeper 

understanding of his creative imagination. La Cathedrale engloutie (The Submerged 

Cathedral) suggests the imaginary cathedral arising from the sunken city of Ys on the 

Brittany coast, or perhaps Monet's painting, Rouen Cathedral—Morning Effect. Another 

example from his Preludes is La danse de Puck (Puck's Dance, see plate 1 and figure 16). 

This piece is inspired by Shakespeare's "Puck" in his A Midsummer Night's Dream. 

Marguerite Long comments on Debussy's Preludes: 

These short pieces, with their varied sentiments, and different characters, 
with their incisiveness, spontaneity and poetry, do not constitute 
Impressionism.. .A symbolist, he does not describe life, but rather, with 
an unheard-of refinement, integrates it into his music. 

^ Marguerite Long, 71-72. 
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Plate 1. " I Am That Merry Wanderer of the Night" Illustrated by 
Arthur Rackham for Shakespeare's A Midsummer Night's Dream 
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Figure 16. Debussy, Preludes, Book 1, No. 11, mm. 87-96 
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Debussy continually raised his voice against the descriptive interpretation of his work. 

He attempted to convey this, for example, by placing the title of his Preludes for Piano at 

the end of each work, in parenthesis, and following three ellipsis dots.^^ It is as if he 

wished the reader to enjoy guessing at the idea expressed in the music and indicated the 

confirmation at the end (see figure 17)}^ 

James R. Briscoe, Debussy in Performance (New Haven; London: Yale University Press, 1999), 42. 
" Alfred Cortot, French Piano Music (London; Humphrey Milford: Oxford University Press, 1932), 30. 
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Figure 17. Debussy, Preludes, Book 2, No. I, mm. 49-52 

fVesque plus n'en 

(...Brouillards) 

Bolcom also attributes his use of poetic titles to Debussy's practice in his Preiides?^ In 

fact, he uses subtitles at the end of two numbers of his etudes, Nos. 7 and 10, in 

parenthesis and following three ellipsis dots (see figure 18). 

Figure 18. Bolcom, Twelve New Etudes, No. 10, m. 13 
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last time [ ... rex tremendae majestatis J 

W. Bolcom, 29 May, 1999. 
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Debussy's Preludes are evocative of imagery and pique the imagination and thus 

showing music can be a forceful expression of the object in a most realistic fashion. 

William Bolcom mentioned in an interview with Mark Wait that he has trouble 

talking about his music."^ Joan Morris, his wife, explained that he can say what he wants 

to say much more clearly through his music, and it is hard to translate music into words. 

Bolcom commented: 

The problem with literal-minded people is that they tend to trust only 
spoken language. They are perfectly capable of understanding all the 
other languages that we use—body language, sign language, painting 
language—that's where art forms exist. It's not that art and language 
don't touch— they certainly do touch, but each one is particular. Each 
can do something that the other one can't. 

Mark Wait, "Meet the Composer-Pianist: William Bolcom," Piano Quarterly 36 (1988): 34. 
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WILLIAM BOLCOM 

William Bolcom, bom in 1938, is an American composer and pianist best known as 

a ragtime revival composer. He studied music as well as poetry at the University of 

Washington (1949-1958), and music at Mills College in Oakland, California (1959 -

1961), and at Stanford University (1961-1964). Darius Millhaud, his teacher and a 

celebrated French composer, taught at Mills and combined his post with that of professor 

of composition at the Paris Consevatoire, where Bolcom also had a musical training. 

Bolcom currently teaches at the University of Michigan. 

Perhaps his most striking achievement has been his exploration and revival of 

nineteenth- and early twentieth-century American popular forms^° such as early jazz and 

blues. Since 1972, Dr. Bolcom, with his wife, Joan Morris, has performed American 

popular songs from the late nineteenth century through the 1920s and '30s, as well as his 

own cabaret songs. They have recorded 20 albums, the first one. After the Ball, earning 

a Grammy nomination. Since Bolcom has focused his efforts on the revival of ragtime, 

which, along with jazz, is North America's single most important popular music, many of 

his compositions contain rag elements. For example, his piano works Dream Shadows 

(1979), Graceful Ghost (1970), The Poltergeist (1979), Raggin' Riidi (1972), Rag Tango 

(1988), Seabiscuits Rag (1970), and Three Dance Portraits (1986) are rags blended with 

E. Ruth Anderson, "Bolcom, William (Elden)," Contemporary American Composers: A Biographical 
Dictionary' (Boston, Massachusetts: G. K. Hall & Co., 1976), 107. 
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postmodern elements such as late serialism, odd collage effects, chance and 

improvisatory procedures. His other works, such as the four operas for the actors, 

A View from the Bridge (1999), McTeague (1992), Dynamite Tonite (1963) and 

Greatshot (1966), are rooted in popular idioms of the modem cabaret. Finally, his 

Twelve New Etudes combine the stylistic attributes of the rag with a wide variety of 

contemporary piano techniques found in "serious" music. 

Originally, the classic rag was a composed instrumental genre, primarily for piano, 

and mostly created by Afirican-Americans, which flourished between 1890 and World 

War 1. The ragtime is generated by melodies stress syncopated motives in rhythmic 

contrast to the "oom-pah" (bass note and chord) accompaniment and the series of 

repeated chords that define simple, strong, functional harmonic progressions. Strains 

consist of eight-bar phrases; the material of the first phrase returns in the second (leading 

to a half cadence) or in the third, but the fourth (mm. 13-16) may introduce a new texture 

in the drive to a full cadence^' (see figure 19). Many rag melodies are strongly 

pentatonic, and characteristic rhythm cells, rarely found in white composers' imitations 

of the form abound in black ragtime. 

Barry Kemfeld, "Ragtime," The Harvard Dictionary ofMiisic, 680. 



Figure \9. SopWn, Maple Leaf Rag mm. 1-16 

William Bolcom, "Ragtime," The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, 15; 538. 
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Influences 

In various interviews, Bolcom mentions several influences on his music. His teacher, 

Darius Milhaud, and to a lesser extent, Oliver Messiaen, with whom Bolcom studied 

composition in Paris in the early 1960s, of course were major influences. Yet Bolcom 

never forgets to mention Eubie Blake, the American ragtime pianist and composer, and 

credits him as being the greatest inspiration for his music and musical philosophy. 

Finally, Bolcom states in an interview with Nancy Malitz that the one person who turned 

his life around and gave him the encouragement towards what he is doing with his music 

now was John Cage. Although it was not Cage's music that changed Bolcom's life, it 

was Cage's response to a statement of Bolcom's in an interview at the local radio station 

in Seattle in 1966. Bolcom said: "You know, I am terribly worried about choices... 

About how to choose...Somehow selecting a style and choosing notes is not making me 

as happy as I would like it to." Cage then answered: "Some people divide the world into 

things that are good and things that are bad. Other people take it all in and let their own 

organism decide. 

Darius Milhaud (1892-1974) 

Milhaud, a Jewish-French composer, music critic, and folklorist exerted great 

influence on many composers, one of them being Bolcom. Milhaud loved nature^"^ and 

was deeply interested in poetry, counting among his close friends poets such as Leo Latil 

Nancy Malitz, "Synthesizer," Opera News 57 (November 15, 1992); 15. 
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and Paul Claudel. Like Milhaud and many otlier composers, such as Chopin and 

Debussy, Bolcom is interested in poetry. He studied poetry under Theodore Roethke at 

the University of Washington and has been a devotee of the English poet, William Blake 

(1757-1827). Bolcom's large-scale work, Songs of Innocence and Experience (1984) for 

9 solo voices, 4 choruses (including children's chorus), and orchestra, is a setting of 46 of 

Blake's poems. Milhaud's musical language also includes atonality (influences by 

Schoenberg, Stravinsky, Webem, and Boulez), poly-chords, and polytonality, as does 

Bolcom's. 

A further interesting parallel between Milhaud's and Bolcom's music is their 

common fascination with rhythms of popular music. Milhaud was fascinated by the 

rhythms of Brazilian popular music and New Orleans Jazz. In her conversations with 

Roger Nichols, Mihaud's widow Madeleine commented: 

In 1922 he left for America. During his stay in New York he spent every 
evening in Harlem listening to the groups from New Orleans. It was 
there that he discovered jazz music.. .when he came back to France... 
More than ever he was determined to transpose the jazz idiom into a 
classical work.^^ 

Christopher Palmer says about Milhaud; "As a folklorist, Milhaud successfully crossed 

the borderline between popular culture and high art." 

Roger Nichols, Conversations with Madeleine Milhaud (London: Faber and Faber Limited, 1996), 3. 
" Ibid., 5 L 

Christopher Palmer, "Milhaud, Darius," The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians (London; 
Macmillan Publishers Limited, 1980), 12: 307. 
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It is interesting to see that Bolcom's career also has been devoted to eliminating the 

clear line between "serious" and "popular" music. In an interview with Nancy Malitz, 

Bolcom says: "I thought, 'Gee whiz, I can open this up a little further,' and pretty soon I 

was getting the various styles to talk to each other in an interesting way."^^ 

Bolcom clearly acknowledges Milhaud's attitude towards life as even more 

influential.^^ He quotes Milhaud's response, which is in the liner notes to his recording 

of Milhaud's Saudades do Brazil (1920-21), to a young student who had asked whether 

he believed Wagner's dictum that great art can only spring firom intense suffering: 

Thus I can say that I've had a happy life, and if I compose, it's because I 
am in love with music and I wouldn't know how to do anything else.... 
You will probably think that I've been very lucky, and you're right. But 
even if a composer does have a difficult and unhappy life, he still writes 
out of love (look at Schubert) and it's in that love that he finds 
consolation and a reason for living. The idea that you can only make a 
work of art out of repression, semi-hysteria, or having your nose 
constantly out of joint seems to me the most infantile and superficial 
notion anyone can have.^' 

Bolcom summarized his debt to Milhaud in the following statement: 

Milhaud's influence on my music seems to be more than I knew when 
smdying with him. We seemed from the outset to have very similar 
notions about music and the importance of vernacular music in style. 
I love him dearly and am still close to his family 

" Malitz, 16. 
Dan K. McAlexander, "Works for Piano by William Bolcom: A Study in the Development of Musical 

Postmodernism" (D.M^. Thesis, The University of Cincinnati, 1994), 26. 
Ibid. 
W. Bolcom, e-mail to the author, 4 Jan., 2000. 
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Olivier Messiaen (1908-1992) 

The French composer Messiaen taught composition at the Paris Conservatoire, 

where Bolcom studied in the early 1960s. Like Milhaud and other composers in the 

twentieth century, Messiaen was influenced by the music of Debussy, Stravinsky, and 

Schoenberg; therefore, his harmonic language combines tonality, atonality, modality, and 

serialism. Messiaen's music focuses on tone color as well as pitch and duration, and like 

Debussy, timbre was used for structural purposes. 

The rh3^mic ftinction of the bar-line is completely abandoned in many of 

Messiaen's works. Instead he uses strictly controlled "rhythmic pedals," which 

resembles the pedaling commonly practiced in the first half of the nineteenth century— 

the pedal was simultaneously depressed "with" a harmony, released an instant "before" 

the next change of harmony, then again depressed "simultaneously" with the sounding of 

the following new harmony. In other words, the player kept time with the pedal that 

demanded the performer maintain as much of legato as possible with the fingers.'*' 

Messiaen also utilized canons to form a rich polyrhythmic texture. Bolcom occasionally 

uses the rhythmic pedal in his New Etudes, and he does use canons as a tool in creating 

texture. 

The dominant element of Messiaen's music is rhythm; he has described himself as 

"compositeur at rhythmicien,"^^ and it is quite interesting to see how strongly Bolcom 

emphasizes the importance of rhythm above all other musical techniques. 

•" Joseph Banowetz, The Pianist's Guide to Pedaling (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1985), 10. 
Andre Bourcourechliev, "Messiaen, Olivier, " The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians 

(London: Macmillan Publishers Limited, 1980) 12: 205. 
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Dr. Pamela Decker, who is currently on the faculty at the University of Arizona and is a 

friend of Bolcom, has described Bolcom's music in an interview with me: 

He is very precise with rhythm.. .especially, with timing. Well, it is 
important to most musicians, but he really listens to them (rhythm). 
In fact, one time, he listened to one of my compositions from a CD 
recording, and he told me that he liked my piece especially, the rhythms 
and the way I played those rhythms. 

One other characteristic of Messiaen's music is his distinctive use of birdsong. 

Messiaen had been passionately fond of birdsong from his childhood and spent much of 

his time in the wild noting down the various calls. In his later works, such as Reveil des 

oiseaux {1952), Oiseaux exotiques (1955-6), Catalogue d'oiseaux (1956-58), and Petites 

esquisses d'oiseaux (1985), imitations of these birdsongs appear (see figure 20). 

Figure 20. Messiaen, Petites esquisses d'oiseaux. No. 6, L 'Alouette des champs, mm. 104-106 

I 
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W 
Pamela Decker, an interview with the author, 14 June, 2000. 
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Bolcom also has included birdsong in his Etude, No.5, Butterflies, hummingbirds 

(see figure 21). 

Figure 21. Bolcom, Twelve New Etude, No. 5, Butter/lies, hummingbirds, mm. 12-14 

Furthermore, as we examine Messiaen's various musical languages, I find other 

similarities between his music and Bolcom's Etudes. While Bolcom acknowledges 

Milhaud's greater influence, he pays tribute to Messiaen: 

Messiaen was less of a close fiiend—he didn't have the same relationship 
with his students as Milhaud's warm welcoming one....There is some 
influence, particularly in the first set of etudes, as well as that of Boulez. 
But I found that the late works of Messiaen seem by and large a rehash of 
the early ones, which I prefer. So I suppose his influence has waned as 
Milhaud's has waxed.'*^ 

Eubie Blake (1883-1983) 

An American ragtime composer, Eubie Blake introduces a compelling sense of "swing 

{rubato, in classical term, see page 25)" and virtuoso improvised breaks into his later 

Bolcom, 4 Jan., 2000. 
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performances, reflecting the influences ofjazz^^ Most of his piano rags employ broken 

octave basses, highly embellished melodies, and arpeggiated figurations, characteristic of 

Blakes' flamboyant piano technique. His stride tune. If You've Never Been Vamped by a 

Brown Skin, You Ve Never Been Vamped at All, shows Eubie Blake's virtuoso style (see 

figure 22). 

Figure 22. Blake, If You've Never Been Vamped by aBrown Skin, 
You've Never Been Vamped at All, mm. 1-16 

H. Wiley Hitchcock, "Blake, Eubie, Ne\v Grove Dictionary of American Musician (London: Macmillan 
Press Limited, 1986) 1: 228. 
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This typical stride piano style features broken octaves rolled upwards until bar 32 where 

they are rolled downwards, and the rhythm is seemingly broken, one of many typical 

tricks. Note also the grace notes and full chords, including the tremolo on longer held 

notes."*^ Perhaps, Bolcom's unique technique, the "tremolo cluster" in Etude No.5, 

Butteiilies. hummingbirds, is a development of the tremolo from stride piano (see figure 

23). 

Figure 23. Bolcom, Twelve New Etude, No. 5, mm. 12-13 

1 

Eubie Blake made a great impact on Bolcom in many different ways, especially in his 

thoughts on music. Bolcom said to Mark Wait, when he referred to himself as a 

"composer": 

Well, I think of myself primarily as a composer, but I also say that I'm a 
"musician" first and foremost. And I think that means that it's all the 
same in the end... .the person who taught me most that there wasn't any 
big division between these things was the great Eubie Blake....there's no 
real line between improvising and composing, or between composing and 
performing. Eubie taught me that.'*' 

John L. Fell and Terkild Vinding, Stride! (Maryland: Scarecrow Press, Inc., 1999), 86. 
Wait, 33. 
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Also, he emphasizes in his e-mail, sent to me: "I regard Eubie Blake as my last great 

teacher... ; to be a complete musician was the goal for EB, and that has become my 

credo, too."^^ 

"What's your fix on that?" is typical jazz talk. Eubie Blake mentioned in an 

interview with A1 Rose that he saw no reason why a rag should be played exactly as 

written and believed that "the player should inject his own ideas and personality."^^ 

Bolcom comments on that: 

It's just as true today with the jazz players.. ..Unfortunately, we don't 
seem to have that attitude in our school now....When I hear the same 
piece done by several different people, and they find different things in 
the music, I like that, because it increases and enriches the meaning of 
my music.^° 

Although in the interview, Eubie Blake was asking musicians to "put their own wrinkle" 

on a piece, you can see some of the "composers' egoism" in the following statement. 

After his 100th birthday celebration concert in Rochester, Dave Steams asked Blake how 

he liked to hear his compositions performed. He answered: 

Don't add anything to my music. My style is different, you know? 
Different. People want to change it, and I don't want them to. They 
don't change Victor Herbert's music. And I'm as big as Victor 
HerbertP'' 

Bolcom, 4 Jan., 2000. 
AI Rose, Eubie Blake (New York: Schirmer Books, 1979), 154. 
Wait, 33-34. 
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Bolcom's musical philosophy 

The two great musicians, Eubie Blake and John Cage, helped Bolcom clarify his 

thoughts on music. After interviewing Cage in 1966, Bolcom encouraged eliminating 

the "cracks" between opera and musical theater, symphony and jazz, coloratura and 

cabaret/" And for Bolcom, ragtime turned out to be the key to coimect the two 

traditions. After meeting Eubie Blake, Bolcom learned to "put his own fix" on music 

that somebody else wrote, and took this idea ftirther in developing a virtuoso classical 

music combined with popular idioms. 

Bolcom wrote an article, "Trouble in the Music World," in Musical America (March 

1990): 

How do you get people to pay real attention to music again? .. .What 
clearly is lacking is...a marrying, between the old, aristocratic, and new, 
popular, demotic musical cultures. Together, they can nourish each 
other; Separately, both suffer. 

When I asked Dr. Bolcom about his musical philosophy, he answered: 

My musical philosophy is so embedded in my music that I don't feel 
I could separate it out in words—besides that, if I were so good in 
expressing my musical philosophy in words, the actual music would be 
an encumbrance!^'^ 

Rose, 154. 
Malitz, 15. 

" McAlexander, 90. 
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BOLCOM"S THE TWELVE NEW ETUDES 

In 1988, when William Bolcom received the Pulitzer Prize for The Twelve New 

Etudes for Piano, he remarked, "A person who was supposed to get the prize one year 

(referring to his oratorio. Songs ofInnocence and of Experience which failed to win in 

1984) gets it later for something else (his New Etudes) in a kind of retroactive gesture."^^ 

Originally, these etudes were written for the noted American pianist Paul Jacobs, 

with whom Bolcom spent much time in Paris in the 1960s, and who Bolcom considered a 

"great pianist of the twentieth century." 

He was one of those pianists who made you think. My point is that 
Paul was in the great tradition. He played contemporary works just like 
all the great pianists of the past.^^ 

Unfortunately, by the time the first nine etudes were completed, Jacobs had become too 

ill to play them, and after his death in 1983, Bolcom abandoned the project. In February 

1986, when John Musto premiered three of the Etudes at the New School in New York, 

followed by Marc-Andre Hamelin's introduction of the first nine that July at the Cabrillo 

Festival in California, Bolcom was inspired by these two pianists to complete the whole 

set on September 2, 1986. The dedication was made to the memory of Paul Jacobs, and 

to the living pianists John Musto and Marc-Andre Hamelin. 

" Bolcom, 4 Jan., 2000. 
" Malitz, 30. 

Wait, 33. 
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Bolcom had written an earlier set of twelve etudes between 1959-1966. Those are 

"much more atonal and written in the Boulez tradition," says Bolcom/^ In the 1960s, 

young composers studied atonality and serialism as part of their compositional training. 

Bolcom's early works are composed using these techniques, and we still find a few of 

these influences in his later works: The second set of etudes is more tonal than the first 

set, and displays a mixture of styles such as combining the atonal with tonal, using serial 

and mirror technique, and employing popular idioms. 

No. 3, Mirrors is written in the Boulez model, using the mirror technique implied by 

the title (see figure 24); this sjmimetrical technique has also been used by other twentieth-

century composers, including Webem, Toch, Chavez, Persichetti, Bartok, Ravel, and 

Messiaen. Vincent Persichetti wrote seven etudes using only the mirror technique in 

1980 {Mirror Etudes for Piano). 

Figure 24. Bolcom, Twelve New Etudes, No. 3, mm. 8-12 
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" Ibid., 38. 
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No. 4, Scene d'opera was wntten at Paul Jacobs' request for an etude with a rigorous left 

hand against "irrational" right hand rhythms (see figure 25). In Bolcom's vocabulary, 

irrational" means subdivisions not in 2: triplets, quintuplets, and so on.^^ Bolcom 

combines this "irrational" right hand rhythm with a chaconne-like four-bar ostinato 

passacaglia in the left hand. 

Figure 25. Bolcom, Twelve New Etudes, No. 4, mm. 5-11 

mp simue 

He also uses ostinato in No. 12, but this time the repetition is in the right hand (see figure 

26). Gyorgy Ligeti {Etudes pour piano. No. 4, Fanfares) and other twentieth century 

composers also use ostinato in their works. 

Henry S. Jones, "William Bolcom's Twelve New Etudes for Piano" (D.M.A. Thesis: Louisiana State 
University, 1994), 5. 
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No. 9, Invention, employs serial technique (see figure 27), No. 11, Hi-Jinks uses a twelve-

tone row (see figure 28), and No. 10, Vers le silence contains whole-tone trills in a 

descending whole tone scale pattern (see figure 29). 

Figure 26. Bolcom, Twelve Mew Etudes, No. 12 
Ostinato 

pp 

pp 

Figure 27. Bolcom, Twelve New Etudes, No. 9, mm. 1-8 
Serial 

lempre tins corda 
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Figure 28. Bolcom, Twelve New Etudes, No. 11 
Twelve-tone 

fss bf/brri j 

Figure 29. Bolcom, Twelve New Etudes, No. 10, m. 10 
Whole-tone 
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Atonal techniques were used by many twentieth century composers, including Arnold 

Schoenberg, Anton Webem, Alban Berg, Igor Stravinsky, Pierre Boulez, Oliver 

Messiaen, Anton Babbit, and Karlheinz Stockhausen. Bolcom describes his move away 

from atonality in the preface to the manuscript of Twelve New Etudes'. 

My music had become since 1966 more tonal and even consciously 
American (if not always in a political sense) in an effort to avoid the 
earnest imitations of European style then common to my composer 
compatriots, myself included. Much of my music became addressed to 
the special spiritual need we have right here. 

He continues on tonality: 

I see it as a tension between contraries (tonality and atonality)....This 
tension, more or less constant, produces a potential richness of musical 
energy that for my part I find enormously fecund and exciting. 

Although, he says that his first set is much more difficult technically,still The New 

Etudes are not that easy to leam. Even to the performer experienced in contemporary 

idioms, these pieces are extremely challenging. Because of Bolcom's innovative 

notation, it takes quite a long time even to leam the notes. The difficulty of the 

techniques exploited, which have to be performed in fast tempo with precise rhythm, 

makes the study of these works a long-term project. The authors W. S. B. Mathews*^' 

and Hebert Weinstock ~ maintained that anyone who could play Chopin's Etudes could 

William Bolcom, Preface to Twelve Mew Etudes (Milwaukee: Edward B. Marks Music Com., 1988), 62. 
^Ibid. 

W. S. B. Mathews, The Masters and Their Music (Philadelphia: Theodore Presser, 1908), 112. 
" Weinstock, 190. 
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play anything in the piano repertoire. Bolcom's Etudes encompass so many twentieth-

century techniques that it is easy to believe that anyone who can play them can play 

anything in the contemporary repertoire. 

As mentioned earlier, Bolcom's etudes follow Chopin's organization of etudes in 

groups of twelve, and each has a title along with an accompanying description, as do 

Debussy's Preludes. These titles alternate English and French, reflecting Bolcom's time 

in Paris with Paul Jacobs in the early 1960s. The pieces are grouped into four sets of 

three etudes; the work can be played in its entirety, or as individual sets. Even single 

pieces can be excerpted, as Bolcom states in the Performance Notes. At the same time, 

these pieces are cyclic, one leading logically to the next. When a performer plays these 

pieces, one therefore should not take long pauses between the numbers. 

Dr. Pamela Decker says: 

The moment between pieces is very important. When Bolcom suggests 
to take a very short pause, or not to take a pause at all, he has a reason for 
that. Many performers tend to forget about the importance of those few 
seconds, but those moments are also part of music and are very 
important. 

Bolcom suggests pauses between certain numbers and between certain books, e.g. 

between Book II and Book HI, between Nos. 8 and 9, and a "very short pause" between 

Nos. 7 and 8. 

" Decker, 14 June, 2000. 
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In Bolcom's works, we can also find hidden jokes. For example, in his Etude, No. 

2, Recitatif, an expressive singing line is followed by an incongruous blues cadence with 

blue notes giving the impression of a serious reflective moment dismissed by a flippant 

whatever" or "so what" (see figure 30). Etude No. 8, Rag infernal {Syncopes 

apocalyptiques) has a constant oom-pah bass, alternatively argumentative and prickly, 

but always persistent, its stubborn pattem energetically forging ahead. 

Figure 30. Bolcom, Twelve New Etudes, No. 2, m. 4 

IJV 

The major goal of these Etudes is not only to present works exploiting particular 

facets of teclinique, but also to create pieces of musical worth in the tradition of the 

concert etudes of Chopin and Liszt. Bolcom states in his preface to the works: ".. .the 

major goal is the creation and execution of music, which happen to be exercises of 

style."®^ 

These works can be best examined using four different categories: 1. Technical 

innovations, 2. Poetic intentions, 3. Bel canto singing style, and 4. Popular elements. 

These classifications are somewhat loose, and it is possible for an etude to incorporate 

elements from one or more of these categories. For example, his etude No. 1, Fast, 
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furious, contains innovative clusters as well as jazz rag figures using offbeat accents (see 

figure 31). 

Figure 31. Bolcom, Twelve New Etudes, No. I 

forearm 

The following charts illustrate his usage of twentieth-century as well as traditional 

compositional symbols in his Etudes. 

Terms used in Twelve New Etudes 

Chart i. Pedal 

Symbol Meaning 

u.c. Una Corda: It. Literally one string, therefore using the left pedal 
(soft pedal) 

t.c. Tre Corde\ It. Literally three strings, therefore used for a 
direction to cancel u.c. 

s.p. ^©^/^^^^(sustaining) pedal: A direction to use middle pedal 

l.v. Laissez Vibrer: Fr. Refers to damper pedal. Indatication for let 
it ring or hold in pedal 

^ Bolcom, Preface to Twelve Mew Etudes. 4. 
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Chart i. —Continued 

Symbol Meaning 

={c Damper pedal off 

> s. p. off 

V2 Depress pedal halfway 

Depress tlie pedal completely 

t 
Release the pedal 

r A direction to use a very light touch of pedal 

Let pedal up with a jerk (for an accent) 

™jr Flutter pedal 

Chart ii. Clusters 

Symbol Meaning 

/ / / / / / / / /  Forearm cluster 

n 
Cluster, encompassing all chromatic notes within interval 

Cluster tremolo 

All white key clusters 

b ^ All black key clusters 



Chart iii. Others 

Symbol Meaning 

<> A free time signature 

A relative time signature 

fK r\ 
99 9 9 % P ^ 

Relative lengths of musical pauses from 5 or 6 seconds to Va. 

second, depending on context. Used mostly in free time. 

> accel. (becoming faster) 

rit. (gradually slow down) 

M i l -
All these groups are to be played accelerando 

1 

—
K

 

Note plucked inside piano 

IF An arpeggio which starts from the top note. 

Sub.p Subito piano: It. Suddenly soft 

Sotto It. (two meanings) From vocal style, found in Chopin and others, 
an undertone with subdued sound. In piano technique, sotto 
means one hand underneath the other 

Sopra It. Means above. In piano playing, sopra means one hand above 
the other 

Lunga It. A long pause, length determined by the performer 
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1. Technical Innovations 

Like Chopin, Bolcom expands common practice of earlier times as well as the piano 

techniques of his contemporaries to produce an innovative set of etudes for his own time. 

These techniques: "sweeping gestures of hands, forearms and the body" to quote Bolcom 

(No. 1); large leaps in extreme range (No. 3); tone clusters using the hand or forearm, 

(Nos. I and 8); forearm glissando (No. 1); the lateral tremolo clusters using an open hand, 

(No. 5); "free-falls" into piano keys without banging (No. 7); plucking strings with 

fingemails (Nos. 2 and 7); lateral hand-jumps and stretches over extreme range (Nos. 3 

and 8). 

Sweeping gestures of hands, forearm and the body 

This direction for Bolcom's New Etude No. 1, Fast, furious seems somewhat unspecific, 

but as one practices this particular etude, the freedom of movement actually helps the 

performer to play faster and smoother. 

Large leaps in extreme range 

Bolcom uses disjointed melodic lines, a characteristic of twentieth- century composers, 

who use intervals of the 7"', 9"^, 10''', and ll"'. Large leaps are contained in etudes Nos. 3 

and 8, and they must be performed in a fast tempo, which increases the technical 

difficulty. The third etude, Mirrors in particular contains large leaps in "extreme" 

intervals of the 14'^, 34"^, 39"^, 40"*, and 42"'' (see figure 32). 
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Figure 32. Bolcom, Twelve New Etudes, No. 3, mm. 15 and 38 

Open hand clusters 

The twentieth-century composers, Charles Ives, Henry Cowell, George Crumb, and 

Karlheinz Stockhausen used this tone cluster technique. Bolcom employs this technique 

in his etude No. 1 (see figure 33). To some listeners these clusters might sound like 

random crashes, but the notes are carefully indicated and the performer is following the 

score. 

Figure 33. Bolcom, Twelve New Etudes, No. 1 

TTF. 

1 
wild! 
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Forearm Clusfer 

Smce Hemy Cowell, many composers of twentieth century have used tone clusters 

played not only with the hands but also using the forearm or other objects siich as 

cardboard or a piece of wood. Bolcom also includes the forearm cluster in his etude No. 

I, and he suggests using both black and white keys. The sharp sign (#) indicates the 

black keys and the natural sign (£7) indicates white keys. Thus, when Bolcom inserts 

sharp and natural signs together, it means that one has to play the indicated white and 

black keys simultaneously (see figure 34). The tricky part is that one must use only one 

arm to do so. George Crumb's Macrocosmos—Spnng Fire contains black and white 

key clusters, but the performer can use both arms alternately, which is an easier feat than 

what Bolcom requires. 

Figure 34. Bolcom, Twelve New Etudes, No. 8, mm. 116-118 

is wfmeat of 

las in Etude I, p.6 j 
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The glissando played with a forearm cluster 

This device is very unusual, an iimovative piano technique introduced by Bolcom in his 

first set of etudes (No. 6, 1966, see figure 35). As shown in example 35, Bolcom added 

dynamics to a cluster glissando. He also employed cluster glissandos with dynamic 

markings in his New Etudes, No.l, but added accents on the starting notes (see figure 36). 

Notice that these accented starting notes fall almost on the upbeats, which creates a 

"jazzy" rh3/thm: if we count one for a 32"'' note, the accented notes are on the 4'*^, —, 

and 1 beats (1234 1234 1/234 1_234). Therefore, this New Etude, No.l contains not only 

an innovative technique but also suggests popular rhythm O'azz rag figure using offbeat 

accents). 

Figure 35. Bolcom, Etude {\966), No. 6, mm. 1-2 and 36 

R. JT. 

Figure 36. Bolcom, Twelve New Etudes, No. I 

M. U. - US 

(tre corde) 
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Lateral tremolo clusters using open hands 

This is another unique piano technique created by Bolcom; however as mentioned 

earlier (in chapter 5), it could be inspired by stride piano style. Bolcom's tremolo 

clusters between white keys and black keys can use either an open hand, or use a closed 

hand (see figure 37). The example shown below is from No. 5, Butterflies, 

hummingbirds. 

Figure 37. Bolcom, Twelve Mev,' Etudes, No. 5, m.l I 

Plucking of strings with finger nails 

Like other contemporary composers, such as Cowell and Adler, Bolcom includes this, a 

more common twentieth-century technique, in his works (New Etudes, No. 2, Recitatif 

and No. 7, Premonitions), to produce a very effective color. The example (see figure 38) 

is from No. 7, Premonitions. Many works by twentieth-century composers, such as 

Hovhaness and Cage, contain these "inside the piano techniques" using other objects like 

screws, erasers, cloth, percussion mallets, or marimba sticks to create a percussive sound 

or for color effects. 

pa^iunaic 

or 
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Figure 38. Bolcom, Twelve New Etudes, No. 7, m. 14 

pizz. wrt rail 

A very short fouse befcre So. H 

Lateral hand jumps in wide ranee, in fast tempo 

Bolcom's Mew Etudes, No. 3, Mirrors and No. 8, Rag infernal contain hand jumps in 

large leaps. We have already discussed the "single note large leaps in extreme range" in 

Etude, No. 3 (see page 61). While the leaps in etude No. 8 are not the extreme range 

(see figure 39), the driven tempo of quarter note equals 126-160 makes even these small 

leaps of a 10*'^, 11th, 12th, and 13'*' very difficult to execute. 

Figure 39. Bolcom, Twelve New Etudes, No. 8, mm. 147-150 

fc Si ! Si. Si- 1 poeoepocoi-c. Sj. I 
» if Imperial Grand "y~« , 
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2. Poetic Intentions 

The composer's "poetic intentions" in the Twelve New Etudes may be expressed as a 

descriptive instruction or a title that provides the performer with an appropriate image or 

mood for that piece. This can be written and/or implied. Among other composers who 

employed titles for their etudes are McDowell, Deodat de Severac, Virgil Thomson, and 

Ligeti. 

Bolcom uses programmatic titles, subtitles, and descriptive detailed instructions on his 

New Etudes, which he attributes to the influence of Debussy. The following chart shows 

Bolcom's descriptive instructions. 

Chart iv. Twelve Mew Etudes, Titles and Descriptive Instructions 
• ( ) are subtitles that Bolcom inserted at the end of the piece. 

Book Titles/ Subtitles Descriptive Instructions 

Book I 1. Fast, furious Sweeping gestures of the hands, 
forearm, the body. Freedom of 
movement. 

2. Recitatif 

Recitative style, rubato; finger-
changes for smoothness' sake; 
smooth passage of line between 
hands. 

3. Mirrors Leaps. Distorted mirrors. Lateral 
stretches between fingers. 

Book II 
4. Scene d'opera 

A steady, rhj^hmic ostinato vs. 
varied irrational rhythms. 

Book II 
5. Butterflies, hummingbirds The lateral tremolo. Mercurial 

changes in color, attack and 
rhythm. 

6. Nocturne Absolute contrast in dynamics 
and tone. 
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Book Titles/ Subtitles Descriptive Instructions 

Book in 
7. Premonitions 
(... tuba mirum spargens 
sonum, means a Trumpet, 
spreading a wonderous sound 
throughout the dead land)* 

"Free-falls" into piano keys; size 
of tone, without banging. 
(Inside-piano plucking) 

8. Rag infernal 
(Syncopes apocalyptiques) 

Lateral hand-jumps and stretches. 
Use of practically no pedal. 

9. Invention Controlled legato lines with 
minimal pedal. Clear delineation 
of voices. 

Book IV 10. Vers le silence 
(... rex tremendae majestatis, 
means king of tremendous 
Majesty)* 

Use of the pedals. Wide leaps 
and dynamic contrasts. Trills. 

11. Hi-jinks Dynamic contrast (in the piano-
section least naturally apt). 

12. Hymne a I'amour Contrast of timbres, mostly by 
means of pedal. "Orchestral" 
sonorities. 

As we can see in the table above, Bolcom also uses generic titles in No. 2, Recitatif, 

No. 6, Nocturne, No. 8, Rag, and No. 9, Invention for the Etudes. 

No.l, Fast, furious and No. 10, Vers le silence are descriptive titles. "Fast, 

furious," indicates a driven tempo, and "Vers le silence (towards the silence)" begins 

with fff and ends with ppp ("hold the last note till silent"). 
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Butterflies, hummingbirds. Etude, No. 5, is a tone poem that leaves little doubt how 

the lateral tremolo clusters found in ithat movement should sound. 

Bolcom employs programmatic: titles in No. 4, Scene d'opera. No. 7, Premonitions, 

No. 8, Rag infernal. No. 11, Hi-Jinks-, and No. 12, Hymne a Vamour, Bolcom cautions 

again a long pause between Etudes, INo. 7, Premonitions and No. 8 Rag infernal, for 

while the pieces are not linked technically or compositionally, they are programmatically 

and musically. The title and the soumds of chromatic dissonant chords in Etude, No. 7, 

Premonitions, instill a feeling of une:asiness and the title is quite explicit as to the reason. 

As does Debussy in his Preludezs, Bolcom also employs detailed instructions, which 

guide performers to produce a certain tonal effect to set up the intended mood (see 

figures 40 and 41). The following chart displays Bolcom's instructions in these Etudes. 

Figure 40. Debussy, Preludes, Bookl, No. 6, mm. 29-31 

CumiTie un tendre ct triste regret 
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Figure 41. Bolcom, Twelve New Etudes, No. 8, mm. 54-55 and 100-101 

^^ , » man ominous undertone 

subvtnivf, mocking 

Chart V. Twelve New Etudes, Detailed Instructions 

Etude Detailed Instructions 

No.l 
Fast, furious 

"wild" 

No.2 
Recitatif 

" 'C'est mon Coeur qui se balance ainsi.'...Satie, 
(Suggests the balancing between the voice parts like 
Satie's composition)" 
"simply" "shyly" 

No.4 
Scene d'opera 

''^placido" means peaceful 

No.7 
Premonitions 

"passionate" 
"with suppressed energy" 

No.8 
Rag infernal 

"subversive, mocking" 
"in an ominous undertone" 

No.9 
Invention 

"poco rubato e misterioso" 

No. 11 
Hi-jinks 

"misterioso" 
"declamatory" "swung" 
"mechanically, betement" 
"Wham!" 

No. 12 
Hymne a 1'amour 

"bell-like" 
"like brass" 
"like Homs" 
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3. Bel Canto Singing (The style of Ijaic singing developed in Italy) 

Like Chopin, Bolcom is deeply interested in the voice. Bolcom has written many 

songs, 4 cabaret operas {Dynamite Tonight, 1963; Greatshot, 1966; McTeague, 1992; and 

A View from the Bridge, 1999), and 3 theatre/stage pieces {Theatre of the Absurd, 1960; 

John Gay: The Beggar's Opera, 1978; zxid Broken Glass, 1994), and while Chopin's 

vocal output is small, he is on record as having had an abiding enthusiasm for the works 

of Bellini, the Italian opera composer. Several etudes by both composers imitate 

different vocal styles. Vocal attributes are evident in Bolcom's Etudes, No. 2, Recitatif 

No. 4, Scene d^opera, and No. 12, Hymne a Vamour, in Chopin's Etudes, Op. 10, No. 3, 

No. 6 and Op. 25, No. 7. 

Both composers also employ Recitative, which is declamatory, allowing the music 

to be primarily a vehicle for words, Cantabile, which is more songlike, and Choral, 

which employs different vocal lines in the style of a choir. Bolcom's Etude No. 2 

Recitatif written in declamatory singing style, is almost akin to speaking words to music 

(see figure 42). Chopin's Cello Etude, Op. 25, No. 7 also displays this style in the 

beginning (see figure 43). 
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Figure 42. Bolcom, Twelve New Etudes, No. 2, Recitatif, m. 1 

Free, expressive, very frank 

Figure 43. Chopin, Etudes, Op. 25, No. 7, Cello Etude, mm. 1-3 

Lento 

Another example of recitative style appears in Bolcom's Etude, No. 4, Scene d'opera. 

This particular one uses a chaconne bass, which is a repetitive bass line, but the setting of 

the mood with different dynamics gives the simple bass line a strong impact. Towards 

the end of the piece, the right hand also has a singing line (see figure 44). 



Figure 44. Bolcom, Twelve New Etudes, No. 4, Scene d opera, mm. 28-35 

piaddo 

The middle section of his Etude, No. 12, Hymne a Vamour contains beautiful cantabile 

lines and is in choral style (see figure 45). Chopin's Etude, Op. 10, No. 3, is famous for 

its melodic line, and Op. 10, No. 6, also employs a cantabile line (see figure 46). 

Figure 45. Bolcom, Twelve New Etudes, No. 12, Hymne a I amour, mm. 7-9 
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Figure 46. Chopin, Etudes, Op. 10, No. 6, mm. 1-8 

con. molta espressCone 

i 
sempre Le^atissimo 

I  1 1 1  *  1 1  

m Z i  2 3 4 a 2 4 Z 3  
1  J f 2 * 2 f j f 2  f  J t  2 V 2 f 7 r 3  

f 3  r  7  3  * S  

scmprg i^gato 

4. Popular Elements 

Perhaps the most attractive aspect of Bolcom's works is the mixing of classical and 

popular elements. Many of the New Etudes use American popular forms from the 1920s 

and '30s, including ragtime, blues, and "hot" improvisations. In incorporating popular 

elements into his music, Bolcom follows the practice of Ives, Milhaud, and Ravel. For 

example, Bolcom's Etude No. 1, Fast, furious contains syncopated "jazz-rag figures 

using off-beat accents" (see figure 47). 
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Figure 47. Bolcom, Twelve New Etudes, No. 1 

• 

No.2, Recitatif combines cantabile vocal style and plucking strings with "blues cadence 

with blue-notes (wrong notes)" (see figure 48). 

Figure 48. Bolcom, Twelve New Etudes, No. 2, m. 4 

T' 

No. 8, Rag Infernal is a mad rag combined with tw^entieth-century piano techniques such 

as lateral hand jirnips in extreme ranges, forearm clusters playing on both black and white 

keys, and clusters using an open hand. It also has t^^ical rag elements like "jazz licks 

with an 'oom-pah' bass" (see figure 49). Bolcom states that this piece is to be played 

"as fast as practicable." Because this etude involves lateral hand jumps and stretches in 

extreme range, this is a challenge! 
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Figure 49. Bolcom, Twelve New Etudes, No. 8, mm. 6-9 
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CONCLUSION 

When I began this document, my intention was to focus on the piano techniques 

exploited in William Bolcom's Etudes. As I got to know more about William Bolcom 

and his music, I was even more attracted to his musical philosophy, which encompasses 

all genres, and expects performers to "put their own fix" on the music. 

Bolcom mentions in an interview with Otto Friederich^^ that something "new and 

organic" grows from the mixture of high and low culture. However, while certain critics 

decry this practice and dismiss Bolcom's music as not being "serious," we should 

remember that his crossing over the boundaries of the classical and popular traditions 

freely recalls what many older composers did: Mozart, Handel and Verdi were, in a 

sense, as much in the popular mainstream of their day as they were in the classical. In 

his youth, Brahms played piano in the brothels of Hamburg, and young Schoenberg was a 

cabaret arranger in Berlin.^' Bolcom says to his critics: 

Why? I'm not serious because I put in a rag? That premise has got its 
basic problems. There's an a priori judgment at work as to what is art 
and what isn't, what is serious and what isn't, based on certain agreed-
upon "art for art' sake" notions.. .People don't realize that you 
sometimes have to use things that seem common in order to get to a 
deeper level. If I used things that were banal, it was because they moved 
me. You have to run that danger sometimes. If you don't, you end up 
with an evening of putting up with the stink of art," as Charles Ludlam 
used to put it.^^ 

Otto Friederich, "Where the Old Joins the New," Time, 135, No.5, (Jan. 29"', 1990), 77. 
^ John W. Struble, The History of American Classical Music (New York: Facts on File, Inc., 1995), 312. 

Malitz, 30. 
Ibid. 
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And he continues: 

He (Ludlam) understood how to keep that basic showman thing...that 
business of having to entertain people once you've got them there and 
need to fill the time. You have to do that. If you don't then you're 
missing half the job. Your art devolves to duty. And believe me, 
there's nothing worse.*^^ 

This stance, while controversial, is also thought provoking. No one can deny that music 

started as a tool of ritual practice and communication, expressing one's feeling, or 

celebrating an event, also functioning as entertainment. As hundreds of different spoken 

languages exist, so do many different forms of art and music. These days especially, it is 

not accepted to say one language is better than others; each is unique in its own way. As 

for the musical language. Can it be said that one is better than the others? 

In keeping with his musical philosophy, Bolcom has combined "popular" and 

"classical" techniques in his Twelve New Etudes for Piano, utilizing piano techniques 

from today's avant garde and ideas from the traditional piano repertoire such as bel 

canto, recitative and bird imitations to create real showpieces for the piano. 

His writing in ragtime and blues has led to particularly interesting results and a kind 

of hybrid music, which constantly seeks to erase the line between "pop" and "concert" 

music that provides the performers with the freedom to mix imagination and initiative to 

develop their individual interpretations. 

In this respect, William Bolcom's Twelve New Etudes are truly revolutionary 

Ibid. 
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As a combination, exploitation and expansion of twentieth-century piano techniques 

which invite the performers to achieve new levels of creativity and freedom. 
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